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FOREWORD

The research described herein was accomplished through review of various

aircraft braking parameters during the time period of 1955 to 1968. Work was a

accomplished under System No. 139A. The author served as project engineer.

The report was submUed by the author on 12 August 1968.

The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of personnel of the

Landing Gear and Mechanical Equipment Division, Directorate of Airframe

Subsystems Engineering, and of the Digital Computation Division, Directorate of

Computation Services, ASD, for significant contributions to the work presented

herein.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

WM A HA ILTON
Chief, Landing Gear & Mechanical

Equipment Division
Directorate of Airframe Subsystems

Enginsering
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ABSTRACT

This report describes a standardized method for analyzing end calculating

aircraft brake energy requirements. The method is an adaptation of method II

of MIL-W-5013 and requires exaict inputs readily adapted to computer use.

These methods have been used in an analysis of the C-5A, F-111, and AMSA

aircraft brake energy requirements. Programming the equations into a

computer gave very satisfactory results. The methods can be used manually

or by a computer to determine the braking energy requirements of any aircraft.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The problems encountered in designing landing gear systems for aircraft

are many and complex, and their solutions are both difficult and time consuming.

The military brake specification, MIL-W-5013, gives two methods for determin-

ing the necessary brake energies -- Method I, which Involves a simplified

equation that provides a determination of the approximate brake energies

involved; and Method H, which gives more precise values by considering all the

known energy absorbers and additives associated with the process of landing

and stopping an aircraft. Aircraft manufacturers normally use Method H1 in

making their analysis. Over the past several years, most manufacturers have

computerized many of the problems associated with this analysis because of

time and manpower considerations.

The aircraft manufacturers have little or no trouble in analyzing the

braking problems, because they have available the equipment and data needed

to make the computations. The Air Force monitoring engineer, however, finds

it both impractical and impossible to analyze the situation because of the time

required and lack of appropriate data. While existing military specifications

require the manufacturers to submit specific analysis data, they do not require

certain basic data needed as inputs for these calculations. In view of this

problem, this report presents analysis procedures and a listing of standard

data requirements needed for making a braking analysis by Method II. With

this information, the engineer can make adequate calculations to verify the

contractor's analysis of braking energy, stopping distance, velocity at touch-

down, velocity at brake application, and rate of sink at touchdown.

To facilitate this analysis. data requirements as set forth herein should be

established in the 6fficial specification so that the engineer can make an

adequate analysis. Then for the first time, the monitoring engineer will have

the necessary tools at hand to readily determine braking energies and stopping

distances.

T1
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SECTION II

DATA REQUIREMENTS

1. DATA REQUIREMENTS OF MIL-W-5013

Military Specification MIL-W-5013, Method II, provides a method of

determining braking capacity by mathematical and graphical analysis based on

principles of aerodynamic motion, The following are quoted from the specification

as items to be considered:

a. Actual energy of the mass of the aircraft at instant of touchdown.

b. An integration of the kinetic energy added to the aircraft by thrust of

the aircraft's propulsion system during the stop.

c. An integration of kinetic energy absorbed by aerodynamic drag of the

aircraft during the stop,

d. An integration of the kinetic energy absorbed by auxiliary braking

effort, such as propeller reverse thrust, deceleration parachutes, or Jet

reverse thrust during the applicable portion of the stop In accordance with

table I.

e. An integration of the kinetic energy to be absorbed by wheel brakes

during the stop.

f. Effect of wing lift in reducing the wheel load during the stop, thereby

decreasing the torque which can be developed without skidding the tires.

g. Distribution of load and brake capacity among the various wheels.

h. Total stopping distance.

I. Static force avilable for holding aircraft stationary while running

up engines.

J. Appropriate ground winds, airport altitudes, and ambient atmospberic

conditions.

k. Landing speed for aircraft shall not be less than aircraft design

landing speed as defined in 6.3. 5.

2
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m. Brake retarding forces versus time curves and brake retarding forces

versus speed curves for each design condition.

n. A complete static and dynamic analysis shall be made by the aircraft

manufacturer of the main and auxiliary wheel loads. From this analysis, a loading

spectrum shall be prepared and submitted to enable design and testing of the

* wheels.

II
2. REQUIREMENTS FOR DETERMINING BRAKING CAPACITY

This report presents a method of computing braking capacity that is more

definitive than that presented in MIL-W-5013 and which Air Force engineers

can use to check the contractor's calibrations. For these computations, we

need inputs that are different from the factors listed in MIL-W-5013. For example,

instead of the energy of the mass at touchdown (Item a above) we need data on

the actual gross weight, the c. g. position, and the touchdown velocity to

determine the energy at touchdown. Instead of Item b, we need the thrust of the

engines versus time and vel-;clty to compute the energy added to or subtracted

from the aircraft from a time one second prior to touchdown until it comes to a

complete stop. All of the factors can be computed in this way and compared

with values submitted by the contractor. For these computations, the following

data is needed and should be required from the contractor:

a. Time. The time, starting one second prior to touchdown for landings

and one second prior to brake application for rejected takeoffs in increments of

0. 25 second.

b. Velocity. The speed listed in feet/second as follows:

(1) Touchdown - Unless otherwise designated, this velocity is

1.1 Vspa , (1. 10% of the stall velocity with power on in the landing configuration).

(2) Rate of Descent - The vertical velocity during '9he approach on

a 3* glide slope.

(3) Rate of Sink -. The vertical velocity after flare and at the instant

of touchdown; In calculating braking energies and stopping distances, use

4 ft/sec for all landings. (Note: 4 ft/sec is considered an average, but not

thd maximum sink rate required by military specifications.)

3 4
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s

are applied earlier for higher performance.

C. Thrust. Thrust in pounds is required in i.t least 3 quantities:

(1) gross thrust per engine versus velocity, (2) net thrust per engine versus

velocity, and (3) net thrust for all englnes v.ersus velocity. Values should

Include the entire range of landing velocities. Values for net thrust in a

direction parallel to the ground should be plotted versus time for the landing

approach, touchdown, and roll out, as shown in the example (Figure 1). If the

aircraft has revetce thrust capability, values should also be included for

reverse thrust net force. If more than one configuration can be used for

reverse thrust (i.e., 2 out of 4 engines), values for these conditions should

also be given.

d. Coefficient of .Arcraft Prag (CD). Dimensionless units versus time

are required for landing approach, touchdown and roll-out configurations, as

shown in the example (Figure 2).

e. Dynamitc Pressure (q). Pressure in lbs/ft 2 , for all altitudes and

outside air temperatur~es Lkpproprtate for the aircraft.

f. Effective Area (Sw). Units in square feet.

g. Coefficient of Lift (CL). Dimensionless units versus time required,

as shown in the example (Figure 3).

h. Deceleration Chute D-,rag (D c), Deceleration force, given in pounds.

i. Deceleration Chute Drag Coefficient (Cc) Dimensionless units

rDC

plotted versus tim~e.

J. Effective Deceleration Chute Area. SC). Effective area of

> deceleration chute(s), in square feet.

k. Percentage of Load -on Landing_.Gears. Percentages of weight versus

time, as shown in ex ample (Figt 'e 4), for the main gear (PM) and nose

pear (P N)'

"' 4
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3. LANDING VELOCITY CONSIDERATIONS

V The landing speed of the aircraft is not defined in MIL-W-5013, (Par 1,

Item k above). Here we will define landing speed positively as touchdown speed,

which is equal to 1.1 Vspa , where V is defined as the stall-speed-with-
spa spa

power-onlanding configuration, per MIL-A-8860. The kinetic energy to be

absorbed by the wheel brakes during stop is considered equal to 1.0 V s. If the
spa*

velocity at brake application in a specific situation is greater than this value

(due to operation of a specific aircraft), then the velocity should be increased

accordingly.

Three basic conditions for which braking is required are considered in this

report: normal landing, maximum gross weight landing, and rejected takeoff.

These three conditions are described as follows:

a. Normal Landing

In a normal landing, the aircraft follows a 3* glide slope to point of

touchdown and has a gross weight of "landplane landing design gross," as

described in Reference 2. The rate of sink velocity, touchdown (forward) velo-

city, and brake application velocity are provided, as required by Section H.

All changes in configuration for the transition aroa are shown In Figure 5; if

additional changes are required after the brakes are applied, these must also

be indicated.

b. Maximum Gross Weight Landing

Maximum gross weight landing conditions consist of an aircraft

following a 30 glide slope to point of touchdown with an aircraft gross weight

of "maximum landing gross," as described in Reference 2. All other factors

are the same as for the normal landing situation.

c. Rejected Takeoff

For the rejected takeoff, the starting time begins at the point of

decision to abort or I second prior to brake application, whichever is earlier.

The transition area includes all changes in configuration shown in Figure 6, plus

any additional changes required for a specific aircraft.

9
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Transition Area

Velocity for Engine Set to Idle

Maximum Velocity Attained

Velocity for Brake Application_______L.t fU or Engines at Idle

Braked Stopping Distance

Velocity at

Decision Point

Runway Length

The runway length is such as to result in the greatest velocity possible such
that engine failure permits acceleration to takeoff in the same distance that
tho aircraft may be decelerated to a complete stop @ 10 ft/sec 2 rate of

deceleration by the brakes only.

Figure 6. Parameters for Reject Takeoff Type Stop

The rejected takeoff velocity is normally equal to 0.9 Vspa; however,

the minimum abort velocity cannot be less than the maximum velocity

resulting from critical engine failure (Reference 3). To determine the

maximum abort velocity, V., we need values for the following factors:

an  - acceleration with all engines for most adverse condition of

temperature and altitude commensurate with aircraft operation

a-_ 1 - acceleration with all engines minus one for most adverse condition

of temperature and altitude commensurate with aircraft operation

ad = deceleration during braking (deceleration rate for brakes only is

10 ft/sec/sec, per Figure 6)

Vto = takeoff velocity
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For this computation, the time, t, from deciding to abort until the brakes

are applied will be considered to be 3 seconds; during this time period, the

average velocity has increased to 1.05 Vm . The abort distance, SA, then will be

(n+ad) Vm 2+ 2anadt1.O
5 Vm

A2 an ad

and the takeoff distance after engine failure, Sn 1 , will be

(an- IV m + an (Vt 2o..VSn -i  = - - O iaJn-I

For maximum abort velocity, the distance to abort ideally should equal

the distance to takeoff after loss of one engine; thus,

Sn_ , = SA

or

aO 2 Y~ 2 2 2
an-_Vr +On ( Yt -Vr = an+Od)Vm + 2 anqdjt1.O5Vm

an-i 2 anad

Therefore, the maximum abort velocity will be

2afnad[on.,Vml+ On (Vto - Vm)= an-n[(n+d)VmZ+21IanOd t Vml

12
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SECTION I

DETERMINING BRAKING ENERGIES

The following procedures are used for determining braking energies. The

equations used in solving the forces, distances, and energies are given, as well

as the inputs needed for use in these equations. A sample calculation is also

given using each equation. The results of these sample calculations for forces

and distances are presented in Table I. The results of the calculations for
V4

energies involved are presented in Table II.

1. FORCE AND DISTANCE COMPUTATIONS

The equation to use in computing each factor is given, follovd by a sample

computation. For these computations, the time starts at -1. 00 second, and

the initial velocity is assumed to be 230 ft/sec. The thrust includes that provided

by all engines corrected for horizontal alignment with the ground, as given in

Figure 1.

• a. Aircraft Drag (DA)

: DA =C O q Sw

where

CD = appropriate value determined from Figure 2

q 1/2 p V2 , and P = 0. 00238 at sea level

= 4000 ft2 (for. this example)

Therefore,

DA 0. 12 x 1/2 x 0. 00238 x 230 2 x 4000

= 30,216 lbs

13
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b. Brake Drag, BD*

BDIL /PM)(G.w.- CL q SW) +(Ad) (C.G. Height)(G.W.)
Nse to Main 13002.2))

+(_Thrust) (Height of Thrust Line))]
+(Nose to Main Wheel Dist

where

p. = 0. 41 for this example

PM = appropriate value determined from Figure 4

G. W. = 240, 000 lbs (for this example)

C = appripriate value determined from Figure 3L

P= 0. 00238

C.G. Height = 150 inches

Nose to Main Gear = 700 inches

Height of Thrust Line - 140 inches

thrust = appropriate value from Figure 1

Ad and reverse thrust are accompanied by negative signs.

Therefore,

41 [ (0. 85) (240, 000 - (0. 20) (0. 00238) (204. 9)2(4000)

+ (-1. 33) (150) (240,000)

(700) (32.2)

+ (+160) (140,J= 68,855 lbs.

(700) 1

Considering the initial velocity to be 230 ft/sec at time -1. 0 see. resulted In a

touchdown velocity of approximately 226 ft/sec at t = 0. 0. Figure 5 Indicates

braking application would start at a velocity of 204.9 ft/sec at t a 14.50 seconds.

c. Deceleration Chute Drag, DC (if applicable)

w DC = CDC 4 Sc N (x)
wher,,

C DC and Sc are inputs provided by contractor

N = number of deceleration chutes

X = openiug shock effect

*Prior to brake application, this value can be based on main gear rolling resistance

calculated by MD = PM (G. W. - CL q % 0. 020 = 441.31 lbs for this example.

After brake application, this drag Is nolonger appropriate.

14
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d. Nose Gear Drag, ND
ND = R/k [ (%,)(G. W,- C, S,,)

_(.-Ad)" (C.G. Height) (G. W.))[(( Thrust) (Height of Thrust) 1

k(Nose to Main Dist) (32.2) )k(Nose to Main Wheel Dist) 1.1
where

P = appropriate value from Figure 4n
Rn _ _ = 0. 20 for tis example

F = 2800 - 30216 = -27416 lbs.

A -27416) (32.2) = 3
d (240, 000) * 8 ft/sec 2

AV = -3.68 (0. 25) - 0. 9196 ft/sec

=(230 + (-0. 9196) (0. 25) = 57. 39

2

e. Algebraic Summation of Forces, 2 F

_7F = T +DA+8D +DC +NU

Example: At t =1. 0 see

F = 2800 - 30,216 lbs = -27,416

f. Decelerttion, Ad

Ad= IF.

Therefore

A = (-27,416) (32.2) - 3 68 ft/sec2

d (240,000)

g. Incremental Change in Velocity, AV

AV=aAt

Therefore

AV = -3.68 (0. L) = 0.9196 ft/sec

h. Incremental Distance. Ad

Ad=(V + AV)At
2

Therefore

Ad = (2%0 + -0. 9196) (0. 25) = 57, 39 ft

2

i. Total Distance Traveled ( d)

15
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2. ENERGY COMPUTATIONS

The energy to be dissipated in the braking process can be determined by

multiplying the incremental forces (T, DA , BDo DC , and ND) by the incremental

distances (A d) and summing for the total. Values for the example (aircraft

with a G. W. of 240, 000 lbs and an initial velocity of 230 fps) have been computed

and are presented in Table H. Inputs for the various columns are as follows:

a. Time (t) - in increments of 0. 25 see, as in Table I.

b. Kinetic Energy (K. E.) - value determined from the following equation:

G.W.
K.E.= '2 9

c. Total Engine Energy - to include the total amount of thrust for thei given time period.

d. Total Aircraft Drag Energy

e. Increment of Brake Energy

f. Total Brake Energy

g. Total Deceleration Chute Energy

h. Total Nose Gear Drag Energy

i. Summation of Energies - to include the algebraic sum of columns

c, d, f, g, and h.

17
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The procedures described in this report permit an accurate determination

of the braking forces and distances required for. stopping an aircraft. These

procedures require input data different from that required by MIL-W-5013.

It is recommended that input data as specified herein be requitred of all Air

Force aircraft manufacturers and that this data be used as described herein to

evaluate aircraft designs.

1

Iq
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ERRATA SHEET FOR ASD TR-68-56

1. On page 12:

a. The equations for SA and Sni equal the total field distance.

b. For the equation Snl the detiominator should be "
2anan-l."

Therefore, the final equation should read as follows:

2anad[an-iVm2 + an (Vto 2 - V m2)] = 
2anan-l [(an+ad)Vm2 + 2.lanadtVm]

2. On page 14:

a. Change the "+" sinn to a "1-" sign as follows:

(tThrust)(Heiqht of Thrust Line))

- ( Nose to Main Wheel Distance

b. The BD sample calculation has the proper answer but should read

as follows:

85 -()(.238)(24.9) (1O).((l33)(l50)(24OOOO)

D = "' [(.85)00)'= ) (0 .0 2 L (7 0 32 ' /

((+160) (140) I
(700) )]= 68,855

3. Page 15, change the "-" sign to a "+" sign as follows:

+ (+tThrust)(Heiqht of Thrust)'
\Nose to Main Wheel Distance/


